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ORPALIS DICOM Viewer is a simple, yet efficient application that can load and display DICOM files, with support for multiple
embedded images. It is suited for physicians, dentists, medical students and virtually anyone that requires a quick and effortless way to

visualize medical imagery. The interface is simple, yet intuitive and user-friendly, making the application fit for a wide array of
audiences regardless of the degree of IT knowledge. The feature set is comprised inside a few buttons that allow you to manipulate the
DICOM files seamlessly. You can open a single file or a directory containing multiple images; on top of this, the application provides

support for multiple embedded imagery and loads the content rapidly. You can navigate through images faster using the mouse scroll, as
well as to adjust the contrast of the images by holding the left button of the mouse. The animate feature creates a slideshow of the

loaded imagery at fast pace, but without options to configure the speed. The tags attached to the current DICOM file can be viewed
inside a special window, however without the possibility to modify them. You can also capture the current frame and send it to the

clipboard, which allows you to attach it to an email or insert it inside a document. On an ending note, ORPALIS DICOM Viewer comes
across as a straightforward application fit especially for medical staff, allowing for the quick visualization of DICOM imagery inside an
intuitive interface. However, the feature set could be extended to include zoom functions and measurement capabilities. 10. ХҐДМТЕК

DICOM Viewer - Business & Productivity Tools/Inventory Management... ХҐДМТЕК DICOM Viewer is a simple, yet efficient
application that can load and display DICOM files, with support for multiple embedded images. It is suited for physicians, dentists,

medical students and virtually anyone that requires a quick and effortless way to visualize medical imagery. The interface is simple, yet
intuitive and user-friendly, making the application fit for a wide array of audiences regardless of the degree of IT knowledge. The

feature set is comprised inside a few buttons that allow you to manipulate the DICOM files seamlessly. You can open a single file or a
directory containing multiple images; on top of this, the application provides support for multiple embedded imagery and loads the

content rapidly. You can navigate

ORPALIS DICOM Viewer Crack+ Serial Number Full Torrent Free Download

ORPALIS DICOM Viewer Full Crack is a simple, yet efficient application that can load and display DICOM files, with support for
multiple embedded images. It is suited for physicians, dentists, medical students and virtually anyone that requires a quick and effortless
way to visualize medical imagery. The interface is simple, yet intuitive and user-friendly, making the application fit for a wide array of
audiences regardless of the degree of IT knowledge. The feature set is comprised inside a few buttons that allow you to manipulate the
DICOM files seamlessly. You can open a single file or a directory containing multiple images; on top of this, the application provides

support for multiple embedded imagery and loads the content rapidly. You can navigate through images faster using the mouse scroll, as
well as to adjust the contrast of the images by holding the left button of the mouse. The animate feature creates a slideshow of the

loaded imagery at fast pace, but without options to configure the speed. The tags attached to the current DICOM file can be viewed
inside a special window, however without the possibility to modify them. You can also capture the current frame and send it to the
clipboard, which allows you to attach it to an email or insert it inside a document. On an ending note, ORPALIS DICOM Viewer
Product Key comes across as a straightforward application fit especially for medical staff, allowing for the quick visualization of

DICOM imagery inside an intuitive interface. However, the feature set could be extended to include zoom functions and measurement
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ORPALIS DICOM Viewer [Win/Mac]

Ease of use and user-friendly interface Simple to handle and intuitive Open a single file or an entire directory Supports multiple
embedded images and files Support for transparent PNG and JPG backgrounds Get familiar with the interface by clicking on a few
buttons Single file view Slide-show Alternate mode to automatically display an image Take the screenshot of the current frame using
the button Binary support for DICOM files Simple sizing window to view the image Dragging of multiple images Tag window to
examine the image's tags Convenient mouse scroll to move through the images Send the current frame to the clipboard Monitor the task
bar for status messages Capture the current frame Email in attached image Insert in document Convert the DICOM to TIFF or JPEG
Automatically save the file and close it after conversion Export the frame as a PDF file Import from archive WYSIWYG (what you see
is what you get) editor to add patient ID Specific license for the ORPALIS DICOM Viewer ORPALIS DICOM Viewer is a powerful
and efficient application that can open, view and make DICOM files available for inspection. Simply click on the button to open a file
and it will open on your computer. A quick click and scroll of the mouse will allow you to view the file. You can add transparency to the
files that you open, and as you open more files, the computer will cycle through the files. You can also rotate, move, and zoom the files
as needed. Key features Open a single or a directory of DICOM files, as well as an unlimited number of embedded images (JPEG, GIF,
TIFF, BMP, PNG) Display the images both with transparency and without Provides mouse scroll and zoom features Saves the DICOM
files as JPG, PNG, GIF, TIFF, BMP files Captures the current image and saves it to the clipboard Supports multiple file types for
viewing (EPD or DRO) Supports registered viewers Single file view or a slide show Measure the size of the patient and tag the viewing
DICOM file (requires registration) Binary support for DIC

What's New In ORPALIS DICOM Viewer?

- Loads and displays multiple DICOM files - Rapidly loads DICOM files with embedded images and multiple DICOM images - 3D fly
through - Customize the colors - Copy frames to the clipboard - Display the content of a DICOM file (tag) - Supports multiple DICOM
files - Supports images with embedded tags - Share images to Google Drive or email attachment ORPALIS DICOM Viewer
Screenshots: ORPALIS DICOM Viewer User Reviews: ORPALIS DICOM Viewer Tags: Leave a comment Name E-mail Website One
Response to ORPALIS DICOM Viewer Verified Reviewer Date published: 2016-03-16 This software is amazing. Absolutely
wonderful!My first use of it was to play a DICOM file while I was at work. I just copy/pasted it to my USB drive, and it was working
fine at my desk. This application loads extremely fast. Easy to use. I can't live without it.Q: ASP.NET form doesn't send data My
ASP.NET project includes 2 form; first is login form which works ok but when I tried to post to the second form, the data didn't go to
database. Here is my code: public partial class Default : System.Web.UI.Page { protected void Page_Load(object sender, EventArgs e)
{ } protected void btnLogin_Click(object sender, EventArgs e) { if (btnLogin.Text == "Login") { try { SqlConnection con = new
SqlConnection(ConfigurationManager.ConnectionStrings["test1"].ConnectionString);
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System Requirements For ORPALIS DICOM Viewer:

OS: Windows 7/8/8.1/10 (32/64bit) Windows 7/8/8.1/10 (32/64bit) CPU: AMD Athlon II X4 620, Intel Core i3 2100/Intel Core i3
530/Intel Core i5 2400/Intel Core i5 3420/Intel Core i5 4440/Intel Core i7 2600k/Intel Core i7 3610/Intel Core i7 4770K/Intel Core i7
5820K/Intel Core i7 5960X/Intel Core
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